I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, variable frequency drive for three phase motor has been familiar in various industry. The technology principle inside must be introduced to the student of vocational education visually in the save manner; ie, electric shock and the electronic instrument measuring system safety. So, this paper proposed low voltage three phase experiment modul that works bellow 50 volt, ie, 32 volt per phase.
Many electronic circuit of Variabel voltage and variable
frequency (VVVF) drive with PWM mode now have been available in the market. The one of them is HEF 4752 from Philips Semiconductor. HEF 4752 PWM motor control has been used booth by Patil-Kurkute (2006) and Bellil-Meroufel (2012). The differences of the electronic circuit in this paper from booth of them are in using power MOSFET complementary with P channel in positive line and N channel in ground line for three phase power module, and apply direct coupling mode between the PWM and the power modul. Figure 1 shows the basic circuit diagram of HEF 4752 from Philips with the three phase power module must be developed by the user. In this paper, the complete circuit bloc diagram showed at Figure 2 . The low voltage three phase motor made from the conversion of one phase washing machine capacitor motor to three phase with single layer lap winding mode.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
From Figure 1 , in this paper, the potentio-meter for controlling the frequency of IC NE 566 (FCT; frequency control terminal) and potentiometer for controlling the voltage (VCT; voltage control terminal) via HEF 4047 both done by ATMEGA 32A microcontroller as seen in Fig. 2 with four step of action, motor stop, low speed, normal speed and high speed. To realize the action, the ohmic value of the two potentio divided into four resistor in the same value on each step. To avoid incompatibility of the operation voltage between the circuit and the microcontroller, magnetic relays are used in this circuit.
To drive the P-channel MOSFET power-module via CMOS IC 4050 in the positive side, there is a virtual ground -12 volt bellow the VCC and phase splitter to link the signal from the HEF 4752 to CMOS IC 4050 at both sides, upper and lower. This is done by low power MOSFET BS 107. Three phase power source 32 volt 50Hz supplied by three power transformer one phase 220 volt 5 ampere in star connection. The modul in Fig 3. has a trapezium form with dimension; L=59,5cm,W=35cm, H=25 cm (rear) , and 12 cm (front). Three phase led indicator for motor terminal voltage laid in the rear-left side, near the output terminals for measurement system. Three phase voltage input terminal laid in the rearright side near the led indicator for the input voltage. The push buttons (four) are used for motor operation ie: stop, low, medium, or high speed. The RPM and motor operation condition can be seen in the LCD screen. Fig.4 shows the information in the LCD screen for starting motor operation, Fig 5 shows the statement after initial statement appear in Fig.4 . Fig. 2 . Block diagram of circuit implementation for three phase motor speed control Fig.3 . The physical implementation of the block diagram in Fig.2 To start the motor, just press the push button on left side to make the frequency position active and then press push button on the upper side to increase the frequency or press the push button on the lower side to decrease the frequency. To make the voltage adjustment active, press the push button on right side to make and then press push button on the upper side to increase the voltage or press the push button on the lower side to decrease the voltage supply to the motor. Fig 6, 7 and 8 show the result of the motor operation in low, medium and high speed condition, with the value of its speed. Table 1 shows the complete data. In the setting of position 1 both for frequency and voltage level, there are no voltages in the output, so motor stop running. The differences between the output voltages per phase showed by analog and digital voltmeter measurement may caused by inner character of those meters how to react with spikes contained in the voltage being measured. Analog meter using SANWA YX 360 TRF with accuracy ±4% in full scale, digital meter using SANWA CD800a with accuracy ± 1.6%+9. 
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IV. CONCLUSION
As the lab course, this modul must be used in motor star connection, seen from the patern of the motor terminal sinusoidal voltage. In order to make a smooth gradation of motor speed, the devider resistors booth in the FCT and VCT control via IC 566 and 4047 must be rearranged because of unlinear speed and voltage gradation to maintain constant volt per hertz for the motor.
The DC voltage input must be boosted after rectification to get more energy to the motor to make it runs smoothly in low speed mode. Thus the system need higher DC voltage to operate the motor in star connection
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